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“Blessed be the LORD God of Israel; For He hath visited and redeemed His people, And hath raised up an horn of salvation for us
in the house of his servant David; as he spake by the mouth of his holy prophets, which have been since the world began; That we
should be saved from our enemies and from the hand of all that hate us; to perform the mercy promised to our fathers and to
remember his holy covenant; The oath which he sware to our father Abraham, That he would grant unto us, that we being delivered
out of the hand of our enemies might serve him without fear, in holiness and righteousness before him, all the days of our lives.”
Luke 1:68-75; the Anglo-Saxon-Celtic-Germanic-Scadinavian people are ISRAEL!
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by Ben Williams
“No man can lay any foundation other than the one that
is laid, which is Jesus Christ.” 1 Corinthians 3:11
Jesus is the Foundation of the Kingdom of God. Yahweh
placed Him as the Chief Cornerstone of the Kingdom (Eph
2:20; 1 Pet 2:6). He is the Basis of our faith. Other foundations have claimed to be of God. But there can be only one
true foundation ... because there is only one Jesus Christ. All
other foundations claiming to be Christian are imposters and
illusions, and the structures built upon them cannot be the
Kingdom of God.
The foundation of a building is the most important part of
a structure. Both Paul and Peter call Jesus “the Chief Cornerstone.” The chief cornerstone was the first and largest anchor
stone in a foundation. The rest of the foundation stones were
laid from the chief cornerstone. Thus, Jesus is the Foundation
of the foundation. Jesus is THE BEGINNING (the foundation; the basis) of the system we call “The Kingdom of God.”
Since Jesus ascended his throne, the Kingdom is also called
“the Reign of Christ.”
Jesus was the basis for the Kingdom even before He took
his throne. Before He was born, the Kingdom was based
(founded) upon the promise of his birth. Then Jesus became
King and brought in the New Covenant phase of the Kingdom, and it was based upon his presence. Thus, Jesus was
and is THE FOUNDATION (the basis) of the Kingdom of
God ... past, present, and future.
Indeed, He (Jesus) was foreknown before the founding of
the system, and He was manifested at the end of the times for
your sake. 1 Peter 1:20.
Jesus was known before He brought in the New Covenant system (i.e., before He became King). He had been
revealed to Israel through the messianic prophecies. Yahweh
had promised Israel that a Saviour would save her from her
sins (Micah 5:2). In the end of that “time” of the prophets,
Jesus was manifested. As an adult He proclaimed the Kingdom of God. When He was raised immortal as King, He instituted the New Covenant Age: the new “System” (i.e., the
“new world”). It was the new phase of The Kingdom of God.
Jesus confirmed it when He announced his Reign as King.
... All authority in heaven and upon the Earth is given to
me. .... and, behold, I am with you always, till the end of the
age. (Matthew 28:18, 20).
The Kingdom is “the system.” There are many kingdoms
(many systems), but God’s System is a distinct and separate
system ... exclusive of all other systems (all other kingdoms/
governments). Thus, to find the true Kingdom of God we
must be foundation inspectors. If we find the true Foundation

we will have found the Kingdom of God. If the foundation is not genuine, the whole structure is wrong.
WORLD
In the KJV New Testament, the term “world” appears
238 times, translated from three Greek words:
1. cosmos, 186 times;
2. aion, 38 times;
3. oikoumene, 14 times.
“Cosmos” means “system.”
“Aion” (eon) means “age.”
“Oikoumene” means “homeland” (i.e., the Greek/
Roman world). All three words are translated “world” in
the KJV, but none of them mean “the Earth” as most people assume, and as most English translations have
inferred.
“Cosmos” means “system,” but is usually translated
“world” in English versions. This creates a big problem
because the English term “world” is thought to mean “the
earth.” And in most places where “cosmos” appears in
the Greek New Testament it cannot possibly mean “the
Earth.” The Greek “cosmos” was a “system,” and it
meant a network of components working together. It is
conceivable that the term could possibly be used to mean
“the Earth (with all its components).” It might even be
used to refer to “the whole universe.” But, the writers of
the Bible simply did not use the term in that way.
The fact is, “cosmos” simply meant “a system”; often
it meant “a government system,” or “a kingdom.” A
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“cosmos” is a “system.” Depending upon the context in
too basic to be of importance. But now, thanks to some
which it is used, it can mean any system (any “world”). In
visionaries, mankind knows that the basic atom (the founJesus’ day there were several “worlds”: there was the Roman
dational component of all materials) determines the
world (the Roman system), and there were the various other
attributes of every physical thing in the universe. Basics
“worlds” (non-Roman kingdoms/systems) outside the Roman
affect everything. The teacher that affects a student’s
Empire. Furthermore, there was the Cosmos of God (God’s
basic views affects everything that student thinks or does
System) .. over which Jesus became King. [world of music,
the rest of his life. (another reason to home-school)
world of sport, world of art, etc.]
Today, with so much access to technological, legal,
Thus, only when one interprets the term “world” to mean
and religious data, we can easily forget that we need
“system” can its use be understood in the context of the Bible.
basics before we start trying to digest tons of data. We
In English versions of the Bible, when we read about sometake up issues, and even argue them, without knowing
thing happening “in the world” we must determine which
their origin. We tend to jump in mid-stream and try to
“world” (which system) the writer is talking about. He could
navigate without knowing from where the stream comes,
be talking about the System of God, the System of Rome, or
or where it is going. We tend to look at the tree without
about some other system.
considering the root system, or the fruit. Ignore the basics
When the KJV translators rendered a verse to say that
and you run a high risk of error in your thinking.
Jesus was “the foundation of the world,” the original writings
• So our first BASIC is this: Jesus, the greatest
actually intended that Jesus was “the Foundation of the SYSteacher, taught us how to think more than what to think.
TEM” (the System of God). Thus, in the New Testament we
When He admonished us to follow Him, He did not mean
find several verses associating Jesus
that He expected us to think
1HZ%RRN
with “the beginning of the system”
His thoughts, but rather that
by Dr. Stephen E. Jones
(“the beginning of the world”-KJV),
we should develop HIS WAY
“the founding of the system” (“founOF THINKING. That is, we
FREE WILL VS OWNERSHIP
dation of the world”-KJV), and
should learn to look at things
“before eonian times” (“before the Many disagree about whether man has a free from His point of view. That
world began”-KJV). These verses - will or not. This 26-page booklet shows from requires learning the basics.
poorly translated in the KJV to the Scriptures that free will is not the funda“The fear of the Lord is the
sound as if they refer to the whole mental issue, but rather the fact that the Cre- beginning
of
wisdom:”
Earth - actually describe Jesus as the
(Psalms 111:10)
Basis of the System (Kingdom) of ator OWNS all things and is responsible for all
With that in mind, let us
that He owns. There are very interesting legal consider a few basics in our
God.
This is a basic truth. Ignorance
lives. This will be an exercise
implications in this.
of this basic truth causes confusion
to hopefully spur you to greater
#435 @ $6 posted
and loss of direction, and prevents
investigation on your own. Let
you from going on to more truth. In order for our people to
us go back to some basics and adjust our thinking caps.
grow up and develop normally (mentally) and spiritually
IN FOCUS - OUT OF FOCUS
speaking) and enjoy a sensible and worthwhile grasp on realThere is a proper way for us to perceive God. When
ity, it is essential that we begin with a firm grasp of this basic
we perceive Him correctly, blessings flow naturally. In
concept. (check your concordance and lexicon).
fact, the blessings flow so naturally that they are often
taken for granted. Again, perspective is everything. The
THINKING RIGHT HOW -VS- WHAT
Learning HOW to think is more important than learning
same is true concerning family. When family is perceived
WHAT to think. Our grasp of basics governs the way we
correctly, natural blessings flow within the family ... autothink about everything. Our thoughts are produced from our
matically.
grasp of basic concepts! At the level where thought is proThe wisdom man needs above all else is knowing
duced, then, is where we must focus our attention. THE WAY
how to perceive God. When God is perceived correctly,
WE THINK IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN WHAT WE
the result is sanity or a “sound mind.” When God is not
THINK. If our way of thinking is good we stand a better
perceived correctly, the result is insanity (an unsound
chance of generating right thoughts. On the other hand, if our
mind). Thus, we cannot but conclude that the majority of
way of thinking is bad we stand a better chance of producing
people today have been robbed of much of their sanity
faulty thoughts.
since they have been given incorrect perspectives of God
We must make sure our thought factories are in tune. This
and family. This sad condition has infected the people,
is essential. We must first focus upon the basics, which in turn
without them knowing. Thus, most people today are menwill facilitate good thinking. As a teacher, my job description
tally damaged ... but they assume they are normal.
is not only to help people learn what to think, I am also to
It behooves US ALL to run checks on ourselves, and
help them know HOW TO THINK. The “how” is all-importo strive to keep our grasp on reality in tune. None of us
tant.
are immune to the effects of Babylon in our lives, and the
Learning facts and details is not enough. How many peoinsanity that can infect us. Without Jesus, we are simply
ple do you know who have read and memorized the Bible, but
confused. Consider, if you will, your own basic concept
still can’t understand it? We must learn how to reason and
of God.
how to keep our thinking apparatus in tune. An old proverb
It may seem odd to question this, but think about it. In
says we can give a man a fish which feeds him for one day, or
order to see the world correctly we must first have a corwe can teach him how to fish ... which feeds him the rest of
rect way of thinking about the One who created all things.
his life. Likewise, handing out a thought feeds a man for the
If we attribute wrong motives to God we place wrong valmoment. But teaching a man how to think feeds him for the
ues in the things He does.
rest of his life.
Our ways of thinking about God affect our percepLearning HOW to think begins at the level of BASICS.
tions of Him. Each man has a limited perception of God.
Learned teachers know this. This is why philosophers focus
Our knowledge of Him is limited because man is created
upon basics ... because basics are the foundation of the whole
LOWER than God. To fully understand God it would
thought process. Visionaries tend to focus on basics. For most
require that we be on a par with God. That not being the
of recorded history, the atom was considered too small and
case, man must constantly strive for improvement in his
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BASIC FAITH
imperfect knowledge of God. We must strive for growth in
Upon what do we base our faith? Is our faith in God,
our knowledge, while also striving to re-tune our knowledge daily for more accuracy in our perception of God. This or is it in an organization (church, government, etc.). Or,
is a life-long endeavour, the reward of which lies in the do we merely believe in the consensus of the masses (the
effort itself. We are made better in the doing of the work, voice of the majority)?
In other words, what source do we look to for ultinotwithstanding the additional benefits of the knowledge
produced by the work. Being occupied in this effort is heal- mate answers? Whatever that source is, that is the true
ing in itself, and creates a wholesome state of mind ( a foundation of our faith. We must first settle the basic
sound mind) in us so as to make us wiser and more produc- question, “Is my faith really in God, or am I placing my
faith in a tenet of some organization? Am I looking to
tive in our personal and public life.
The importance of this consideration cannot be overem- God, or am I looking to men who claim to know God?”
phasized. The thinking patterns, beliefs, and the thousands Be honest with yourself.
Gathering data from all sources is good. However, a
of minute suggestions we assimilate during our youth accumulate together into a body of thought that affects our con- data source is not where we should place our faith. A data
cept of God. If we amass a body of erroneous thought source is only information. If we are not careful in this,
patterns, it is possible that our whole perception of God can we can end up putting a data source in place of God himbe wrong, and we can find ourselves believing in a god who self. That is idolatry. To view the creation from Jesus’
has little or no resemblance to the true God of the Bible. point of view, we must first believe (have faith) in the
Thus it behooves us to constantly, in our daily lives, to test Creator Himself. We must believe that He exists, and that
ourselves in our thought patterns and maintain a workable He rewards us when we seek Him. That is the starting
point.
perception of God and His
“But, apart from faith it
plan for us. So, how do
7DSHRI7KH0RQWK
is impossible to please God,
you perceive God? What
kind of god is He? What is A-7303 (a) America In The Bible-The Bible In Amer- for he that approaches God
the basis of His relation- ica. Bible prophecy of Israel’s regathering compared to must believe that He exists,
ship with you?
American history, as recorded in “The Bible In Amer- and is a rewarder to those
I am not asking for
ica”, a book written in 1936 by a man who did not know seeking Him out.” Heb.
11:6
his name, or his title. It is
This may seem a mute
not enough to state a name we were Israel, but whose book contains abundant proof
that we are.
point, but don’t forget that it
for Him. We can call Him
is possible to think you
by any name we want ...
(b) The Prophet Hosea. Israel’s divorce, scattering,
believe in God when you
any of which may be corregathering and final redemption by Jesus Christ.
really only believe in an
rect. But to learn the right
A-7304 Our Pattern for The Ministry, 1&2 of 4
organization that claims to
name is not enough. We
must know Him! We Acts 1-4, the early church, the healing of the lame man - speak for Him. How many
times have we heard people
must know HOW to think
symbolic of healing the House of Israel.
say, “My preacher says ... “,
about Him. For instance,
A-7305 Our Pattern, etc. Pts 3&4 of 4, Acts 3, Are we or “My church teaches ...”
how do we see Him? Do
we perceive Him as a here in current history? Explanation of preaching only [or as one pastor once told
me “Our church doesn’t
Ruler, or a Father? Are we
to believers, and “they had all things in common.”
teach that ...” when it came
his subjects, or his chilThis month only these 3 tapes @ $12
to a Biblical doctrine! CIM]?
dren? Does He wait for us
If we begin our search for truth by actually believing
to find Him, or does He initiate the search by calling us to
Himself? Do we struggle on our own to reach Him, or does that God exists [see Does God Exist, Pinter, #888 @
He reach out and grasp our hand? Is He indifferent, or is He $22.00], and that He will reward us for seeking truth, we
caring? Does He watch us merely to catch us in error, or is have a good chance of finding both. If, on the other hand,
He watching over us to guide us away from harm? Is He we begin by allowing a church organization to tell us who
unknowable and mysterious, or does He reveal Himself to God is, and what is truth, we will find neither. Nor will we
us? Does He give us Law to condemn us, or to guide us and find truth by looking to the masses, or to the government.
• Here is a basic #3: In order for it to be possible for
teach us right from wrong?
Do we view our God as someone with whom we can you to begin learning truth, you must first possess and
bargain to get favours and advantages? Do we suppose that practice a sincere, basic belief in God. You must believe
our quality of life (or the afterlife) depends on how profi- that He exists, and that He will lead you to truth if you
cient we are at bargaining with our God? How we view the seek it sincerely [and in obedience to His Law]. Expect it
basic nature of God is the thing in question. Is our God to take a lot of work and time.
If your concept of God is one who is unable or unwillangry, dangerous? Does He need to be appeased to ward off
his vengeance? Does the quality of life (or afterlife) depend ing to lead seekers to truth, then He would not be the God
upon how well we appease the anger, passion, and ego of He claims to be [always in the context of Israel, of
our God? Do we serve him out of fear of what He will do to course! CIM] So begin by letting God be God. Don’t put
us if we don’t? Again, we must inquire as to the basic yourself off by trying to insert man, church, or government between you and God.
nature of our God. Why do we worship Him?
MYSTERY BABYLON
• BASIC #2: Regardless of what name you use for your
Babylon still lives in spirit. See Daniel 2, wherein is
God, it is your definition of his basic nature that defines
whether or not your God is the true God. You may call him foretold the evolution of world-ruling kingdoms from the
by a particular name, but that does not define Him. It is time of King Nebuchadnezzar until our day. The descendyour basic view of him that determines what/who you actu- ing order of worldruling kingdoms was symbolized by a
ally worship. If we attribute incorrect traits to our God (the huge metallic statue with head of gold, chest and arms of
way we think of Him) our whole perspective of the Bible silver, belly and thighs of brass, legs of iron, and feet of
and its teachings can be amiss, and our view of ourselves iron and clay. The spirit of Babylon (the head of gold) was
inherited by the kingdom of Persia. The spirit of Persia
and our purpose in life can be defective.
&KULVWLDQ,GHQWLW\0LQLVWULHV32%R[&$5':(//4/')D[
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(the chest and arms of silver) was inherited by the kingdom truth from the media. In fact, most citizens actually shy
of Greece. The spirit of Greece (the belly and thighs of away from truth because it can get them in trouble.
brass) was inherited by the kingdom of Rome. And the spirit
For government to prosper truth MUST be supof Rome (the legs of iron) was inherited by the multi-headed pressed. Truth and man’s government are mutually excluEuropean-type Beast System (European/American repub- sive. Wars are political tools for creating governments,
lics/democracies) that have ruled the world ever since. and they say that the first victim of war is truth. War
These European type republics/democracies were repre- requires an environment of lies. Creating an environment
sented by the statue’s feet of iron and clay. The United of deception gives government a jumpstart. As the leviaStates, with its European-type government, falls into this than (gov’t) increases, truth decreases. Reality is replaced
category too.
by illusion (or like Fred Toben has said - the title of his
The government of the United States is Roman in book - WHERE TRUTH IS NO DEFENCE, I WANT TO
nature. In fact, nearly all “republics” are Roman in nature. BREAK FREE. CIM).
The Republic of Rome was the basis of all succeeding
We must contend with Babylon. We have no choice. It
republics - including the United States. The Roman fascist is around us and among us. Our challenge is to walk
symbol [the fasces is a bundle of sticks bound together with through the valley of confusion ... without being overa hatchet in the middle) is displayed openly for the world to come by it. This requires determination and strong will. It
see on the rear wall on both sides of the chairman’s podium requires a solid faith in Christ’s Reign.
in the House of Representatives in Washington DC. Rome
To avoid being overcome by Babylon we need an
lives today in Washington DC, as well as in Canberra ACT objective view of the many systems (worlds) around us.
and in every republic or democracy in every nation. And in We must resist institutionalized lies and degradation. We
every place where Rome still lives, Babylon still lives. must not trust the politically-correct people around us. We
Babylon lives through all these
must never become comfort1HZ%RRN
kingdoms which followed in its
able with confusion. The
by Charles Weisman
image.
masses are willing victims, and
NOT OF ONE BLOOD
Babylon exists. It is a real and
weak. They are compromised.
tangible system ... even though the This material is a Biblical, historical and scientific When they fail to strive for
whole thing is built on lies and
truth they become enemies of
evaluation of the racial equality doctrine. It
illusion. Babylon’s foundation is exposes the common interpretation of Acts 17:26 truth ... that makes them our
illusion and lies, but the system is as being contrary to Scripture, biological fact and enemies. They cannot be
made up of real people and real
trusted.
proper word/meaning application.
organized crime. Scripture refers
The mind programmed
to Babylon as a “mystery.” No Contents include: •Why the fear of race •Race in with the Babylonian thought
doubt the mystery is that Babylon
Scripture •Hypocrisy and race •Primitive races
process ceases to value truth.
is held up by popular belief in a •Heredity •Inter-racial marriage • Lessons of His- Truth becomes repugnant and
foundation that doesn’t really tory. The contents of this book is of utmost impor- hateful: a tool of “haters.”
exist. (refer to various leaflets put
When deception is institutionout by the Institute for Constitu- tance, especially since much of the turmoil in the alized, truth becomes “hate
tional Education and Research, world today revolves around the political & theo- crime.” As in George Orwell’s
pointing out that Australia doesn’t logical doctrine of equality. Share it with friends. “1984” (published in 1949) the
have a lawful constitution, nor a
nightmare has become reality
Full of facts and very readable - a must!
lawful government, nor a lawful
today. Unsanctioned thoughts
64 pg #274 @ $10 posted
tax office - its all just a con and
can be labelled “thought
hoax, kept in place by force, CIM).
crime,” which can bring “Big Brother” down on you. This
Babylon is a fact of life, like it or not. We have no is especially the case now with the government’s new
choice but to cope with her. She affects us every day of our Gestapo-like police agencies created for the so-called
lives, and we cannot help reacting to her ... if only in trying “War on Terrorism.”
to avoid her.
Lies and myths are popular in Babylonian society. In
Life-as-usual in this country means coping daily with fact they are enshrined. Monuments are erected to them.
Babylon, and it can get confusing. Confusion and illusion Such monuments symbolize the principles of Babylonianare the lifeblood of Babylon ... which is no surprise since ism: i.e. deception, the worship of man, and the pursuit of
her name (“Babylon”) comes from “babel” which means power and pleasure. Monuments to these principles can be
“confusion.” Babylon is a world of systematized deception seen all along the grounds on Capitol Hill in Washington
and confusion.
DC. Statues and monuments inscribed with religious
Babylonians learn to be comfortable with confusion, verse praising “human achievement” are at every turn.
deception, and illusion. They learn to spurn truth and reality. The display of Free Masonic artifices rival the Acropolis
Sadly, this is the case with the majority of our people today. of old Athens, the pyramids of Egypt, and the temples of
They resent truth. It has become a matter of principle to Babylon. The monuments canonize illusion and extol
them. Illusion, aberration, and deceit are the popular ways ... guile. The worship of pleasure (fornication), also, is indigand reality is unpopular.
enous to the Capitol Grounds. Politicians are markedly
Some of us seek truth. We like being in touch with real- active in this particular homage. Of course, the whole
ity. But, truth is often shadowed by mountains of deceit. political process is a monument to deception.
Institutions of education and religion usually don’t allow it.
• Here is the fourth basic: Babylon the Great has
They generally serve up a cocktail of truth and lies mixed never died. She continues to this day because the governtogether which leaves us confused and our heads spinning. ments and religions of the earth have inherited her spirit.
The news media certainly doesn’t offer truth. They carefully The Kingdom of God is constantly assaulted by Babyloedit the truth and give us only what they want us to hear nian kingdoms of the Earth.
(biased in the way they want us to hear it). It has been that
WORLDS AT WAR
way in this nation for more than a generation. They’ve been
We live in an on-going war of system-vs-system
this way so long that the average citizen no longer expects (world-vs-world). It is, literally, a “war of the worlds.”
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Babylon (the system of man) wars continually against Christ may claim to be Christian. But their opposing beliefs
(the system of God). The two worlds/systems exist simulta- prove that at least one follows a false religion (i.e. Babyloneously. People are divided along the lines of these two sys- nianism - note also that Baptism by full-body-immersion
tems. Some choose Babylon. Some choose the Kingdom of is also a Babylonian-Egyptian concept, CIM). They canGod. Some choose neither and become Babylonians by not both be Christians. No doubt you have seen such
default.
examples. This paradox DOES exist with our people! It
Babylon competes against the Kingdom of God for the exists in every State and every County in America - and
hearts and minds of men. These two kingdoms share the elsewhere among our people. Some of these men have
same space, and they oppose one another. One is the product been tricked into believing false information about the
of God’s mind, and the other is the product of man’s mind. Kingdom of Jesus.
We must understand this basic fact before we can begin to
It is a fatal mistake to assume that Babylon is easily
understand the rest.
recognized. If it were easily discerned by the average citiWe live with these two systems (two worlds), and we are zen, it never could have achieved the success and popularforced to discern between them and choose one or the other. ity it has enjoyed throughout the ages. Babylon’s
Sadly, very few people have identified them, much less popularity relies upon confusion. Confused people do not
made a good choice. To discern and choose correctly we know that they are confused. They certainly do not choose
need a good grasp on reality. Jesus is the only one who can to be confused. No one wakes up in the morning and says,
give us a grasp of reality and enable us to circumvent Baby- “Wow! Look at all that perversion, deceit, and confusion!
lon. There is no way but through Jesus. Every other way sys- That’s for me!” No one knowingly chooses confusion
tematically diverts us away from
(except maybe - Prov 4:14-16).
reality.
However, millions unwittingly
1HZ*DPH
Religion is a diversion away
follow it, supposing that it is
Illustrated by R. Gunther.
from reality. Millions of church
truth.
THE GOD GAME
people think they are following
This
problem
threatens
Jesus. They even claim to be
everyone today. No one is
Edition 1: The Way of The Cross
“Christians.” But most are not.
A board game similar to Snakes and Lad- immune to the effects of instituThey are unwitting Babylonians, ders, but with Scripture verses and illustrations. tionalized deception and confuconfused by religious hucksters. Covers the period from the birth of Jesus to Pen- sion. Each of us need to regularly
They do not identify the real Jesus. tecost, over a space of 30 squares.Use the dice run checks on ourselves to be
One may think it simple and markers from your other board games (as sure we are not taking too much
enough to discern the Kingdom of none are included). It is A3 size, 420 by 300mm, for granted. Defining Babylon in
Jesus from the Kingdom of Baby- and laminated. Because of this it is hard to mail contrast to the Kingdom of Jesus
lon. The great differences separat- out, and costly on postage Mailed in mailing is a discipline that requires pracing the two worlds could not tube @ $7.50 limited quantity.
tice and effort ... and help from
possibly be missed ... or could Also available from ‘Thy Kingdom Come’, PO God. Too many people take this
they? Experience has taught me
for granted, and that is why they
Box 33, Te Awamutu, New Zealand.or
that the differences ARE missed
get off track without realizing it.
<thykingdomcome@xtra.co.nz>
by most people today! For proof,
• Basic #5: Babylon exists
just look at the profound differtoday. In order to be able to reliences and enmities separating church groups. It is not possi- ably identify the Kingdom of God today we must also be
ble that they are all following the same Jesus. Yet they all able to recognize Babylon. If we lose track of either kingclaim to be Christians. This conflict of belief proves that the dom it can cause us to misidentify, or simply lose track of,
church world does not really know who they follow.
the opposing kingdom.
One churchgoer may believe in a triune god (the TrinBIBLE = DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
ity) which they claim is one god in three persons (according
The Bible is a diagnostic program for Christians. Like
to the dictionary, a person is a ‘human being.’ CIM). diagnostic software used to test for problems in a comAnother churchgoer may believe in a Father God and a Son puter system, the Bible can be used to test for problems in
as two distinct individuals (God is not an individual, but an man’s thinking patterns. When we run diagnostic evaluaomni-present spirit. CIM). By the same token, one church- tions on ourselves - our own religious and political views goer may believe that the Government is God-inspired, we are analyzing our basic thought patterns. We are anawhile another churchgoer believes the Government is anti- lyzing our basic methods for making basic determinations
Christ.
and judgments. For instance: ask yourself how you arrived
These men can arrive at their conclusions based upon at your opinion about important Bible matters. Is your
their religious faith which they claim is “Christian.” One opinion based upon your own judgment, or have you
churchgoer may believe there is a “Hell” ruled over by a accepted someone else’s word for it without analyzing it
supernatural devil (Satan), where unrepentant sinners are yourself? What, basically, is it? Where does it come from,
sent by God to receive perpetual punishment in flames and and where is it going? Do the characteristics and basic
torment. Another churchgoer may believe “Hell” is merely a purpose of this thing make it basically good, or basically
word for the grave, and that there is no burning Hell for sin- bad? How much effort have you put into discerning the
ners.
basic nature of things?
One churchgoer may believe that good people go to an
For instance, you might visit Washington, DC and
outer-space “Heaven” when they die. Another churchgoer observe the grand architectural designs that make up the
may believe people stay in the grave when they die, and are capitol grounds. The layout is impressive, designed to
raised later to live on Earth. One churchgoer may believe awe-inspire. The grand buildings and monuments evoke a
that Jesus was a Jew, and that the Jews are the Israelites of sense of confidence and pride in the government ... and in
the Bible. Another churchgoer may believe that Jesus was ourselves. In fact, Babylon of old was the same. Old
not a Jew, and that Jews are not Israelites.
Babylon was universally admired for her architectural
Obviously, all these men cannot be correct in their grandeur, her temples, her gardens, and her monuments to
beliefs. They cannot all be following the same God or the the glory of government and the achievement of mankind.
same Jesus. They may live in the same culture, and each
Only when one steps back and inquires into the basic
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characteristics and motives behind the buildings and monu- the government. Governments are businesses. They are
ments can we objectively discern why they were built. financed by extorting money, goods, and services from the
Beneath her aggrandized, awe-inspiring facade, Babylon citizenry. Governments protect themselves by forcing citiwas rotten through and through. The same is true of Wash- zens to fight wars to protect them. Any citizen who refuses
ington DC and Capitol Hill. The superficial grandeur on dis- to participate in the government’s agenda is labelled a traiplay there is rotten to the core. Babylon was built with men’s tor or a terrorist, and he is destroyed.
The Constitution of the United States empowered
lives. Men’s lives were considered the least valuable of all
Government
to create its own laws (Article 1, Sections 1its components (Rev 18:9-13). This principle was also used
5)
...(Australian
Constitution, Part V, Section 51, CIM) ...
in the construction of the US Government. The mortar and
stone of its grand superstructure is mixed with the blood of a power which God had reserved to Himself alone (“You
men. That which is built upon deception and crime must shall have no other gods before Me”) That is not to say
itself be corrupt ... even is it has a grand and elevated outer that the Constitution recognized a power of the people to
appearance. Jesus Himself stated the principle. A bad foun- create their own laws, but rather it gave power to the government to create its own laws ... not for the protection of
dation cannot support a good structure.
“A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a the people, but for ITS OWN PROTECTION.
Governments do NOT protect citizens. It is not govcorrupt tree bring forth good fruit.” (Matt 7:18)
ernments
purpose to protect citizens. It is government’s
“Either make the tree good, and his fruit good; or else
make the tree corrupt, and his fruit corrupt: for the tree is pur-pose to protect itself, using citizens as disposable collateral and/or assets.
known by his fruit.” (Matt 12:33).
What does the Bible say about governments? In
• Basic #6: God’s Word is to be used as a diagnostic tool
essence,
God tells us that creating and/or recognizing any
to keep our minds and hearts healthy and in tune. Examine
sovereign other than Him is a
and analyze your own thinking
basic evil. Any power that
1HZ7DSHV
patterns and judgments, using
the Bible as your basis. Don’t be AC-2033 Can Christians Be deceived - Gen- makes law is a god. Any power
you officially recognize to
fooled and neutralized by Babyeral expose of dispensationalism, Southwick
lon’s facade of grandeur. Don’t AC-2034 Primary Things Continued - Continu- make your law IS YOUR GOD.
This basic evil is responsible
memorize the Bible, but rather
for most of man’s sorrows.
ation
of
Part
1,
George
Southwick.
learn its spirit (its thinking patThis, in fact, is the basic evil in
ters). Use the Bible’s thinking
AC-2035 Preparation for Danger Points,
the Garden of Eden described
patterns to run checks often on
Gene Applegate.
in Genesis 3 ... the basic sin
your own thinking patterns.
AC-2036
Unity
and
the
Sacred
Name
Issue,
underlying all the problems of
REALITY CHECK
man-kind. No government of
Scriptural
grounds
and
definitions
for
unity
and
Here is an exercise in basics.
This model can be used as a disunity. The impossibility of obtaining the origi- man that claims to be sovereign
template for examining most nal pronunciation of God’s name. (only half this can be anything but evil. The
Constitution of the United
organizations. Let us examine
message
got
recorded).
Charles
Weisman
States confers sovereignty upon
the foundation of the US Government to determine if its AC-2037 Satan, Devils and Demons, analyzes the Government ... to create
beginning was good, or evil. If the origin of satan as a fallen angel. Are satan law, enforce law, and change
law at will.
the foundation is evil, there is no
and
demons/evil
spirits
one
and
the
same?
The Constitution empowers
way the superstructure can be
politicians to decide for themCharles Weisman
good. A bad tree produces bad
selves how much they should
fruit. It cannot produce good
be
paid
(Article
1,
Section
6). This is a basic evil admitted
fruit (Matt 7:17-18). If the motives and foundational designs
by
all.
The
government
has
always had “the best politiof the US Government (or the Australian government for
that matter, CIM) are evil, then the whole structure is irre- cians money can buy.” Politicians are always for sale to
the highest bidder. Today politicians are so well paid, and
trievably bad. That is basic!
Let us look at the founding documents to examine the rewarded by their financial “friends,” that they spend in
foundation. The founding document is the Constitution. It excess of a million dollars to just campaign for election. If
not only defined that government; it vested it with the pow- they lose, no problem. They can afford it. If they win, they
ers it required to do what it has done. The content of that get it back ... and more.
The Constitution empowers the US Government to tax
document (the Constitution) reflects the motives of the men
its
citizens
by force (Article 1, Sections 7-8). Forced taxawho created it. Thus, in examining the document, we are
tion is theft, and is the reason American Colonists proexamining the motives of the men who created it.
The “Founding Fathers” created the Constitution to cre- tested and fought for independence from England in 1776.
ate a government that could control and manage its citizens, Yet, today, runaway taxation is generally accepted in
and insure its own survival and well-being. The ultimate America. Americans wave flags and proclaim pride in
purpose of any government is to perpetuate itself by raising a their government while it bleeds them white and tells them
military to protect it from any enemy ... foreign or domestic. it is good for them. The parasitic government is near to the
Accordingly, the Government was created and popularized point of killing its own host (the citizens), and shows no
under the guise of being the “protector” of its citizens, and signs of slowing down. When the parasite kills its host it
most citizens have accepted the charade. However, govern- kills itself too. Maybe that is the only way to stop the
ment’s first act, once in power, is to overthrow and subjugate beast.
The Constitution empowers the Government to borits citizens militarily, economically, and spiritually. The rearow
unlimited funds upon the credit of the people (Article
son for this, as all advanced politicians know, is that the most
imminent danger to any central government is its citizens. 1, Section 8)[Section 51, iv, Aust]. Unlimited borrowing
They can rise up and throw off the new government quite means unlimited finances. Unlimited finances means
easily if they have a mind to. Thus, the first order of any unlimited power. This evil cannot be made to look right
government is to directly subjugate the citizens and turn with any amount of deception or propaganda. There is no
them into assets, (soldiers, taxpayers, etc) for the benefit of way to hold a government responsible for its actions when
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it has unlimited blank checks to write for itself whenever it ernments around the world are built on equally evil principles, however the US Government is the leader of the
wants.
The Constitution empowers the Government to create world-wide beast system.
This ‘satan’ seeks to destroy and/or murder any and all
and regulate its own money (Article 1, Section 8)[Section
51, xii, xiii, Aust]: a power which automatically corrupts entities that oppose it. It also funds and justifies the
government. This power alone is enough to enslave the peo- unspeakable slaughter of millions of innocent unborn
ple, regardless of who makes law or pretends to run the gov- babies each year. Jesus and all things Christian, are hated
and rejected by man’s governments. No wonder central
ernment.
“Whoever controls the volume of money in any country governments target people who don’t like the mark of the
is absolute master of industry and commerce.” President Beast. No wonder Jesus was crucified by this same system
two millennia ago. And no wonder this system still hates
James A. Garfield.
“Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation and fears Jesus.
• Basic #7: The United States Government is evil. No
and I care not who makes its laws.” Mayer Amschel Rothsamount of spin, deception, salesmanship, or indoctrination
child.
The Constitution empowers the Government ro raise can change the nature of this anti-Christ system. No
standing armies to defend itself and enforce its laws against amount of “patriotic propaganda” can make it look good.
anyone, foreign or domestic, who may oppose it (Article 1, It was conceived in sin, and born in iniquity. It is based
Section 8)[Section 51, vi, Aust]. Perpetuation of itself is gov- upon lies and illusions. It can only produce evil.
A PARADOX
ernment’s supreme purpose.
With these points in mind, there is a paradox that conThe Constitution empowers government to declare and
wage war at its own discretion with or without consent from fuses Americans. Americans like to believe that the Conits citizens (Article 1, section 8). Through the War Powers stitution and the Government are good, and that America
is “the land of the free and the
act, the Government is empow1HZ7DSHV:
home of the brave.” Believing
ered under the guise of
S-897 Verbotin Talk, Peters
this makes them feel good, and
“National Security” to refuse to
disclose its motives and deeds.
S-898 Keeping the Blind Man Blind, Peters they like to feel good ... even at
great cost to their own characTo invoke these powers all govS-899 Four Areas for Youth to grow in
ter. Thus, in order to maintain
ernment has to do is allege that
there may be a threat to the S-900 Wolves After Our Little Sheep, Peters faith in the faulty structure of
the American system people
K-395 David Eats Holy Pita, Bruggeman
nation [like the new anti-terrormust look away, and not notice
ism bills being passed now in
K-396 Saul’s Hatchet Man, Bruggeman
the rotten foundation. They
Australia]. Meanwhile, the govB-424 Our Judgment in Egypt, Barley, +
attempt to find attractive things
ernment and the news media
Capt: A Six-Day Creation?
in the upper structure’s facade,
conspire together to tell citizens
while ignoring the bad foundawhatever is deemed expedient to
B-425 God’s Two Witnesses, Barley, +
tion and the leaky roof.
keep the public confused, pasCapt: Noah’s Flood
Nonetheless, all the lies,
sive, and under control. Under
these conditions, there is abso- B-426 God’s Gathering Together, R. Phillips thefts, and murders haunt the
D-067 Standing For The Gospel, Blanchard masses who turn a blind eye ...
lutely NO WAY for the average
citizen to address, or even know D-068 Justification and the Gospel,Blanchard especially since these bad
things so greatly outnumber
about, abuses and wrongs at the
the good. It becomes increasingly difficult for them to
government level.
The Constitution declares itself “the supreme law of the explain away the evil aspects of government and keep
land” (Article 6) with no recognition whatsoever of the Laws turning a blind eye. Citizens get built into the structure,
of God. In doing so, it declares sovereign power, without therefore they have a stake in the system and want it to
peer, for the government it created. The US Government rec- look good. Thus, they choose to remain ignorant of the rot
in the foundation. They make up excuses to explain the
ognizes NO POWER ON EARTH ABOVE ITSELF.
The clear, unmistakable picture, produced from these growing failures in the superstructure. The act of refusing
points is this: THE NATURE OF GOVERNMENT IS AT to see the rot leaves them and the structure confused and
FIRST TO DECEIVE THE PEOPLE INTO THINKING compromised. Eventually, the whole Babylonian structure
THAT ITS PURPOSE IS TO PROTECT THEM. THEN, must come crashing down (like the failed structure of the
WHEN IT COMES TO POWER IT SUBJUGATES THEM World Trade Centers).
FOR ITS OWN PURPOSES TO INSURE THE PERPETUCONCLUSION
ATION OF ITSELF. TO GAIN POWER, GOVERNMENTS
People need to go back to basics if they want to stop
LIE, STEAL, AND MURDER. TO KEEP POWER, GOVbeing confused. We all need to go back to basics. We need
ERNMENTS LIE, STEAL, AND MURDER.
Governments rise to power on the premise that they will to ask the basic questions about ourselves. We need to ask,
serve and protect the citizens. That, however, is a sales pitch. “What kind of government do I support?” “What kind of
It is patently false ... as any unprejudiced soul can reason for religion do I believe?” “What kind of god do I worship?”
The kind of god that we worship determines the state
himself. Governments subjugate their citizens and use them
for its own benefit and perpetuation. Government rides on of our mental health, and our ability to find and apply
our backs, but without gratitude for being carried. Govern- truth. Men who worship the true God have healthy thought
ments act as if they deserve to be carried by us. In fact, they patterns. They get the opportunity to grow, progress, and
convince us they are doing us a favor by enslaving us and develop healthy lives, even in the face of constant insult
from Babylon. Those who worship false gods are doomed
letting us carry them. Citizens serve government.
These principles are some of the basic foundation stones to stunted lives and various degrees of mental paralysis
upon which the giant structure of the Government has been and dysfunction. Confused people worship idols (governbuilt. With anti-God motives and anti-God principles, the US ments, churches, occult fraternities, men, etc.)
Man’s sanity and quality of life depend totally upon
Government system is the GREAT SATAN: THE HEAD OF
THE BEAST SYSTEM OF BIBLE PROPHECY. Other gov- his view of his god. Getting answers to basic questions can
&KULVWLDQ,GHQWLW\0LQLVWULHV32%R[&$5':(//4/')D[  
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help us determine whether or not we are looking to the right
God, or to the wrong gods. This, alone, is the basic question.
The answer to this basic question is the key to understanding
your life. Get this answer right, and wisdom will open to
you.
“Ask and it shall be given you; seek, and you shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened unto you:” Matt 7:7
“And he showed me, in the midst of its (New Jerusalem’s) broad way, a river of water of life, bright as crystal,
going forth out of the throne of God and of the Lamb. And
on either side of the river were trees of life, producing
twelve crops, yielding its fruit according to each month. And
the leaves of the trees were for the healing of the families.
And there shall be no more curse: and the throne of God and
of the Lamb shall be in her; and his servants shall serve
him: And they shall see his face; and his name shall be in
their foreheads. And night will be no more; and they need no
light of lamp, neither light of the sun; for the Lord God
sheds light on them: and they shall reign into the ages of the
ages.” Rev 22:1-5.**

or Saturn-day - or even Sun-day.
“Six days shall work be done, but the seventh day is
the Sabbath of rest.”
Leviticus 23:3. This does not
point to any day of the week or any day on the calendar;
at best it can point to a seventh day of a cycle beginning
at the time the law was given. Moses highlighted the law
of seven day cycles often as in:
“if the bright spot be on the skin of the flesh ... then
the priest shall isolate him that has the plague seven days,
and the priest shall look on him the seventh day, ... and if
the plague in his sight be at a stay ... cut him off seven
days more...” Leviticus 13:4. or:
“If a man dies very suddenly ..., (then the Nazarite
dealing with the death was to) ... shave his head on the
seventh day.” Numbers 6:7. There are many other such
examples. No doubt everyone in the O.T. times got sick
or died on Saturday, if we are to take 7th day to mean 7th
day ‘of the week.’ Likewise, in order to be healed, or to
have the priest look on the person ... Of course it can not
have been so. Likewise, when Jesus rose on the third day
4827$%/(6$<,1*6
it must have been on Tuesday if 3rd day meant, 3rd day
• When everything seems to be
‘of the week.’ OR when a
going well, you’ve obviously overwoman falls pregnant, and she
0$5.<285&$/(1'$5
looked something.
gives birth in the 9th month it is
QHZGDWHVIRU&DPS
• He who laughs last thinks
always in September .... Again,
God willing, we will have a camp, with or the answer is, of course not. The
slowest.
without a US speaker, from Monday 30
• 42.7 percent of all statistics are
only ‘day’ references which are
made up on the spot.
September to Sunday 6 October inclusive. followed by the words “of the,”
• I drive way to fast to worry
NEVER, ‘of the week’ but
We look forward to meeting new friends, are
about cholesterol.
rather, ‘of the month,’ ‘of the
• A clear conscience is usually a and re-acquainting old friends, and having year,’ or ‘in the reign of.’
sign of a bad memory.
a great time of fellowship. If you are plan- Months, years, and reign of, are
• Support bacteria, they’re the ning on coming, please book early. If the the only fixed points the Bible
only culture some people have.
gives, for us to hang the rest and
Feast upon.
• Plan to be spontaneous tomor- Lord wills it, we will have Adam de Witt
and Arnold Kennedy again. See you there!
row.
THE FEAST
• OK, so what’s the speed of Registration: single $30, couple/fam $40 DAYS FELL ON REST DAYS
dark?
“...concerning the Feasts of
• When everything is coming
the Lord, which ye shall proyour way, you’re in the wrong lane.
claim to be holy convocations, even these are my feasts.
• Hard work pays off in the future. Laziness pays off Six days shall work be done but the seventh day is the
now.
Sabbath of rest, an holy convocation ye shall do no work
• Who is General Failure, and why is he reading my therein; it IS the Sabbath of the Lord .” Lev 23:2-3.
hard disk?
From this we can see the Feasts are Sabbaths, the
• What happens if you get scared half-to-death, twice?
Feasts are holy convocations, the holy convocations are
• I couldn’t repair your brakes, so I made your horn the same; all three being held as one and the same. So
louder.
with this in mind we can now go ahead and pinpoint just
• Why is “abbreviated” such a long word?
which days the Sabbaths fell on by working out God’s
• Why is the man who invests all your money called a rules on holy convocations, Feasts and Sabbaths by look“broker”?
ing at His Laws as to when we are ordered to keep such
• Why is the time of day with slowest traffic called days. It really is that simple.
“rush hour”?
It is really quite pointless to chide what Constantine
• Why do you need a driver’s license to buy liquor if did or didn’t do, or what the Jews did, or what Sun-day
you can’t drink and drive?
means to pagans. Why chide endlessly over who did what
&RXU WHV\7KH$PHULFDQ&KULVWLDQ%R[*UDQJHYLOOH,'
or who called what? Let’s dump all this and go straight to
-----------------------------------------------the ‘boss’ and ask Him. Don’t ask others what they think
such as Constantine or Armstrong. Don’t
,76$%2877,0(7+(6$%%$7+6 isrelyrighteous,
on establishment boys, they only add disorder. After
all, how many of you know that the Romans and Greeks
They will get it right, one day.... Part 2.
Adam de Witt
used an eight day week (as early as 200 B.C.) until the
rule of Theodesius who was killed at Carthage in 376
Chapter 2 - Pinpointing the ‘Rest’
The argument that the Bible orders a rest on the seventh AD? The 7 day calendar week was not brought in until
day ‘of the week,’ is also a tradition that is not Biblical. The after Theodesius’ reign! (Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th
Bible states to do your work in 6 days and to rest therefrom Ed., 1903). If that does not muddy the waters of history,
the next or 7th day (Ex 23:12, 20:9-10, Deut 5:14, Lev 23:3) then our Gregorian Calendar which replaced the Julian
but NOWHERE do we find the wording “seventh day of the Calendar surely would. The Julian Calendar was brought
week.” If one was to start work on Tuesday and worked six in, in 46 BC, during the eight day week. It was dumped in
days ... then rested the next day, the rest would take place on 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII when it was noticed that the
the seventh day. In that case, the seventh day would be Mon- seasons had drifted 10 days away from the Equinox of
day. Neither does the word ‘Sabbath’ mean seven, seventh, March 21st. Ten days were promptly dropped from the
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following year to pull it in line with the true Equinox mak- lowing about the men of Israel;
“And they made an end with all the men who had
ing for a shortened one-off year.
Correctional steps were then put in place. But Britain taken strange (nokri=foreign) wives by the first day of the
did not follow suit until 170 years later! She was so far out first month.” (Ezra 10:17)
The above was the first Sabbath of the year 456 BC,
that she needed to drop 11 days, and Russia did not make
the change over until 1910 when 13 days had to be dropped. 1335 years after the Exodus when the Israelites started
All this does not help. These are establishment calendars, keeping the true Sabbath after coming out of Egyptian
utterly muddled. Should we seek to find God’s will in these bondage. This was a Sabbath day, the first day of the year
man-made stuff-ups? Yet God had a perfect calendar and it when the Israelite men had to end their interracial wedalways started on the Spring Equinox (northern half) and locks (marriages) to strange (racial-alien=non-Israelite)
thus Autumn Equinox (southern half of the world). Equinox wives.
“And it came to pass in the seven and twentieth year,
is the time when the Sun crosses the equator, making the
night the same length of time as the day; thus 12 + 12 hours in the first month, in the first day of the month, the word
neatly. This happens twice a year, but in this case we are of the Lord came to me saying,” (Ezekiel 29:17)
The Lord came to Ezekiel above on the first Sabbath
looking at the Spring (north) Autumn (south) Equinox
of the year and again below in the first day of the year.
around March 21st.
“Thus saith the Lord God;
By establishing when God
1HZ%RRN
‘In the first month, in the first
ordered us to start the year, we can
Dr Stephen E. Jones
day of the month, thou shalt take
then work out the months and the
The
Bible
Says:
Divorce and Remarriage is a young bullock without blemish,
Feast/Sabbath days which fall
and cleanse the sanctuary,’”
upon “days of the month” (not NOT Adultery.
“of the week”). We can then also
A study of a portion of the 7th Commandment (Eze 45:18)
“And it came to pass in the
work out the Sabbath system of
with special focus on the divorce law in Deut
first month in the second year, on
God, as opposed to the systems of
24:1-4. This book was NOT written to encourage the first day of the month, that
men!
divorce, but rather to show that if one remarries the tabernacle was reared up.”
References For The First
Behested
after divorce, he has NOT committed adultery. (Exodus 40:17).
As can be seen from the
Weekly Sabbath of Year
Divorce itself is not a sin, but a judgment for sin.
above references the Israelites
Barleymonth 1st or Abib 1st
Many translation of Matthew 5:32 make Jesus were keeping the first of Abib
“And the Lord spake unto
appear to forbid remarriage and makes Jesus [new year’s day] as a Sabbath
Moses and Aaron in the land of
contradict
the law of God, but this study shows and day of worship in the first
Egypt, saying, ‘This month shall
be unto you the beginning of that He actually upheld the Law and denounced year after the Exodus, and the
second year, and as late as 1335
months: it shall be the first month
its abuse. #436 @ $6.25
years later, were still keeping the
of the year to you.” Exodus 12:1same days. As you can see, the first day of Abib (Barley
2. Which month is that? Read on ...
“And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, “On the first month) must also fall 16 days before the Barley harvest
day of the month shalt thou set up the tabernacle of the tent which by commandment always started on Abib 16th,
that being the Wave Sheaf Offering. We also see that the
of the congregation.” Exodus 40:1-2.
“In the first month, that is the month Nisan (called first day of the year (New Year’s Day) is always on
before the banishment:- Abib), in the twelfth year of king ‘Onesday’ the 1st of Barleymonth (see my calendar).
Ahasuerus, they cast Pur, that is, the lot, before Haman from Therefore as we see from the holy writ that the next Sabday to day, and from month to month, to the twelfth month, bath falls on the 8th day, the 15th day and so forth,
always on ‘Onesday.’ We see that Wave Sheaf was on day
that is the month Adar.” Esther 3:7
16, after the Sabbath. Thus day 15 was a Sabbath. This
So the first month is called Nisan; also called Abib.
“Observe the month of Abib, and keep the Passover backs up the fact that day 8 (15-7) is a Sabbath and so too
unto the Lord thy God: for in the month of Abib the Lord thy is day 1 (8 minus 7). Or if you will 1 + 7 = 8, 8 + 7 = 15;
16 is Wave Sheaf.
God brought thee forth out of Egypt by night.” Deut 16:1.
“And in the fourteenth day of the first month is the
Below, we read of two Sabbaths in a row and the Wave
Sheaf Offering 726 BC, 775 years after the Exodus when Passover ..., in the fifteenth day of the month is the Feat
... In the first day (the Feast) shall be a holy convocation
the Sabbath laws were (re)given.
“And the priests went into the inner part of the house of ...” (Numbers 28:16-18).
The 16th day, Wave Sheaf is Twisted, 16th of Barley
the Lord, to cleanse it, and brought out all the uncleanness
that they found in the temple of the Lord into the court of the month, the Barley harvest starting date. Which is just
house of the Lord. And the Levites too it, to carry it out over half way of the month starting at the Equinox. Ears
abroad into the brook Kidron. Now they began on the first of Barley had to be green as the word Abib means ‘green
day of the first month to sanctify, and on the eighth day of herself barley). So we have plenty of Bible references to
the month came they to the porch of the Lord: so they sanc- show when the new year began and which day was the
tified the house of the Lord in eight days; and in the six- first Sabbath of the Sabbath system. To stress the point,
teenth day (wave sheaf) of the first month they made an the Bible shows that the nest year begins the same ...
PROOF THAT THE SABBATHS WERE THE
end.” (2 Chronicles 29:16-17)
SAME IN THE and YEAR & FOLLOWING
It was customary to cleanse the house of the Lord at the
YEARS
beginning of each year as above. They used the first Sab“And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, ‘On the
bath of the month to hallow the house of the Lord, another
service on the eighth day, or second Sabbath (notice the first day of the first month shalt thou set up the tabernacle
repitition of first and eighth days in the N.T. resurrection of the tent of the congregation.’” (Axed 40:1-2).
“And it came to pass in the first month in the second
accounts), and ended after the third Sabbath, the day of the
Wave Sheaf Offering or the 16th of Abib. To cleanse means year, on the first day of the month that the tabernacle was
to hallow, to make pure, innocent or to separate (holy). The reared up.” (Axed 40:17).
collective nation is also a temple so in Ezra we read the fol&KULVWLDQ,GHQWLW\0LQLVWULHV32%R[&$5':(//4/')D[  
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So again we see that a year begins with a Sabbath New Sunday cycle change to a Monday cycle and so on,
Years Day. From this it is all too clear that the seven day depending on the next Even-nights; therefore one calencycle is counted from a ‘Onesday’ rest and the first working dar cannot be superimposed over the other without major
day is ‘Twosday,’ the last working day is ‘Sevensday.’ Then confusion. It has to be one or the other!
the next day is the 8th day (8 being the number of new
Of course it all works around a six working day cycle
beginnings) or the 1st day of the following week, which ... as God ordered. Six is also the number of man and in a
falls on the ‘Onesday.’ So let me now back up my claim that way the six working days represent a long-term six days
‘Twosday the 16th of Barley month’ is a Wave Sheaf Offer- (or ages or millenniums) of toil by man. These six millening and that it falls after the third Sabbath ...
niums are basically the six ‘days’ man tries to build the
kingdom on his terms, thinking it pleases God, after-all,
BARLEYMONTH (ABIB) 16
Wave Sheaf Offering. Ordered Work Day or Day of man thinks he is a free agent [see the booklet FREE
First Fruits
WILL vs OWNERSHIP, #435 @ $6.00]. He forgets how“And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, ‘Speak unto ever that he has no say in his life other than doing everythe children of Israel, and say unto them, when ye be come thing as God wills.
into the land which I give unto you, and shall reap the harThe two trees in the garden of Eden represented two
vest thereof, then ye shall bring a sheaf of the firstfruits of choices to follow: 1) the way of strife, the broad-way,
your harvest unto the priest: And he shall wave the sheaf sometimes called ‘the school of hard knocks,’ and 2) the
before the Lord, to be accepted for you: on the morrow after other tree is the strife-free way, the narrow way, fellowthe Sabbath the priest shall wave it.’” (Lev 23:9-11).
ship with God is given therefore we do good works.
“And ye shall eat neither
Either way was put before us by
$JDLQ$YDLODEOH
bread, nor parched corn, nor
God, so either way was in God’s
green ears, until the selfsame day Effects of The Talmud on Judeo-Christianity plan. Each will lead to do His
that ye have brought an offering by Col. Gordon “Jack” Mohr. A.U.S. Ret. will.
unto your God: it shall be a statute Find out how Judeo-Christianity has been influThe seventh day or 7th milfor ever throughout your generalennium then, is a cleansing day/
tions in all your dwellings. And ye enced by the promoters of the Talmud, which is age in which the temple (body of
shall count unto you from the mor- what Jesus condemned as “the tradition of the Anointed) and the bride of Jesus
elders.” A worthwhile study to add to your
row after the Sabbath, from the
(the church) are cleansed. On the
day that ye brought the sheaf of the
8th day/age the folk are prelibrary, and to lend to others.
wave offering seven Sabbaths.
sented clean. This whole ordeal
Get your copy NOW!
Even unto the morrow after the
can be taken as a wedding feast
#778 @ $20.30
seventh Sabbath shall ye number
(see the feast at Cana). Wedding
fifty days; and ye shall offer a new
feasts were once held ‘sevenmeat offering unto the Lord.”
days-long’ before the wedding,
(Leviticus 23:14-16).
not after ... This pattern that is used over and again such
The commandment to begin harvest always fell the day as with the cleansing of lepers. We are all deemed mental
after the Sabbath. The Sabbath fell on the 15th of Abib, or (ghostly - gas-like- spiritual) lepers. It takes seven days to
‘Onesday’ the 15th of ‘Barleymonth.’ The best sheaf of cleanse a leper; on the eighth day he is clean. Or as is with
grain every year that was picked in Abib 16th the day the priests, to be hallowed, for on the eighth day the priest is
harvesting began, was used for the wave offering. Hence presented ... or as in the rite of circumcision (better called,
being the “morrow” or the first working day of the week cutting), in which the flesh (fleshly nature) is cut away on
every year. Abib 16th could never be the seventh day, or the the eighth day, ... as in Noah, “a preacher of righteous
Sabbath. It was always a work day. The main harvest is a lit- news” as “the eighth person” (2 Peter 2:5). To say as
tle later when the grain turns golden brown, for long term many do, that the week reflects creation is too simplistic,
storage. The year therefore began on a seasonal change, not as we have just read. It has manifold meaning which
upon a change of moons.
includes God’s creation ‘week’ of days/ages. For the milThe season, in this case, Spring, began at the Equinox or lennium cycle of man is in short, a ‘week’ that followed
‘Even-nights.’ In our present year-teller (calendar), the the creation ‘week’ which in turn is played out in God’s
‘Even-nights’ falls on March 20 th or 21st. God’s year-teller year-teller (calendar).
(calendar) was thus self-correcting every year. There would
‘Day’ in this outworking therefore does not always
never be a need to alter the year teller as was the case with mean 24 hours but rather simply a time span or age, but
the Julian calendar. All of man’s year-tellers need altering or more to the point it may mean one thousand years. The
tinkering on because the Earth’s orbit is not a neat 365 days, holy writ tells us that to God a day is as a thousand years
it’s not quite 365 and a quarter days. A leap year (extra day) and a thousand years is as a day (2 Peter 3:8). Therefore,
every fourth year does not work, so rules have been added to although we have no proof of the length of the creation
tinker with a year to fall in line with the measuring staff, the week it almost surely is not 7 times 24 hours. The word
‘Even-night.’
week based on 2 Peter 3:8 can mean 7 times 1000 years,
So, if the ‘Even-night’ helps astronomers to fix the year- or put more loosely, a cycle of seven time-spans.
tellers of man, then why don’t they just do as God ordered ...
Genesis 1 reads therefore somewhat like unto God’s
namely, begin each year on the day of the Even-night? Curi- year-teller. Gen 1:1 and Gen 1:2 are not the first working
ously, Sunday-ites claim that Jesus dumped the Hebrew cal- day. The year-teller shows that God hallows the temple,
ender ... so we could turn to man-made, stuff-up year-tellers. cleans it up to make it ready for (the next) six days of
Hardly a smart move. We will look into this folly later on. work. Onesday, the 1st of barleymonth being the first halFor now let us study the Sabbath cycle or system of God lowed day of the year, with Twosday being the first workfurther, for a markworthy quirk takes place which doubles a ing day. “In the beginning God created the heaven and
‘Onesday.’ This means that if the Onesday fell on our Satur- the Earth, and the Earth was without form and void,
day, the second Onesday would fall on our Sunday, thereby and darkness was upon the face of the deep.” From this
changing the following Sabbaths from a Saturday cycle to a we see that the Earth was in being before the first day is
Sunday cycle. This double Onesday or double Sabbath hap- talked of. Also the word ‘was,’ in this verse is interesting
pens once every year. The next year’s cycle could see the and comes from a Hebrew word which could have been
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translated ‘became.’
means: “the act of desolating, destruction or expulsion of
When I was a child living in a Queensland country
inhabitants, destruction, ruin, waste” or “A place
town, together with some friends I came across fossilized
deprived of inhabitants or otherwise wasted, ravaged and
remains in soft grey rock that would easily split like sliced
ruined.”
bread. The site was on high ground of sedimentary rock. It
Now none of these possible translations of tohow
was formed by some ancient flood and following landmass
give the meaning of ‘not in existence’ or ‘without shape’
upheaval. But it was not Noah’ flood for this was localized:
as the use of the word ‘formless’ would hint at in Genesis.
see Charles Weisman’s book, Facts & Fictions Re Noah’s
In fact they imply the opposite; that being a world in ruin;
Flood (#291 @ $9.40). I will not back up this claim of a
a world destroyed by water. Whereas this age is to be laid
local Noahadic flood as that is a study in itself, and Charles
waste by fire. Now to look at the word ‘void’ which is
Weisman covers the subject nicely. There is no time or room
translated from the Hebrew word, H922 ‘bohuw’ and this
here to repeat Weisman’s research. (also of interest in this
word is only used twice in the whole Bible (Gen 1:2 & Jer
area are Pastor Pete Peters 2 tapes: S-103 and S-104 What
4:23) , and is translated as “to be empty, a vacuity,
Noah’s Flood Was Not, $10)
(superficially) an indistinguishable ruin, emptiness, ruin.”
The fossils were of earlier floods and show us species
‘Empty’ means: “containing nothing, or nothing but air”
we no longer have on earth. Noah’s Ark was to keep (for the
or “evacuated, not filled” or “unfurnished” or “void,
future) the species that were alive at his time in his area. If
devoid” or “unsubstantial, unsatisfactory” or “unfurany of those species which were on the Ark have since
nished with intellect or knowledge” or “unfruitful, probecome extinct, then it would have been pointless to save
ducing nothing” or “destitute, waste, desolate” or
them. Clearly the species that have
“without effect.” Vacuity means:
NEW CDs
died out since the flood were not
“emptiness or state of being
the type found in the Ark. This
unfilled” or “space unfilled or
1) The City of Light
means that all species that have The Mattaniah Christian Male Choir, with unoccupied”
or
“emptiness,
died out before Noah’s flood such
void” or “inanity” or “vacuum.”
organ/piano
as the great Lizards, and those that
‘Ruin’ means: “destruction, fall,
2) Men Sing Thy Praise O God, I
have died out after Noah’s flood
overthrow, defeat” or “mischief,
right up to the last of the Tasma- The Mattaniah Christian Male Choir, with bane, that which destroys” or “the
nian Tigers, were not found in the
decayed or enfeebled remains of a
organ and soloist, and men singing along
Ark. There was a time however
natural object” or “the remains of
3) Men Sing Thy Praise O God, II
when many species, particularly
a decayed or demolished city.” In
the great Lizards, seem to have
Men sing along with Mattaniah Christian closing, it clearly shows that there
died out quite swiftly. Furtherwas something to start with if we
Male Choir, organ, soloist, panflute
more, they dwelt upon landlook at the meanings of the two
4) Men Sing Thy Praise O God, III
masses that were vastly different
descriptive terms, that being
Men sing along with Mattaniah Christian ‘formless’ and ‘void.’ We start to
to the ones we know having risen
and drowned. It would seem they
get the picture of an already existMale Choir, organ, piano, violin, harp.
belonged to an earlier time that
ing Earth that was laid waste and
5) Songs of Adoration Bring
ended in a world of darkness withwas made empty of any life that
out form, ready for the creation The Mattaniah Christian Male Choir, organ has meaning. An older age dies as
piano, panflute.
order as we know it. Could it be
a new age begins with Genesis
that Gen 1:1-2 outline a world in %RRNOHWVZLWKDOOWKHZRUGVDUHLQFOXGHGZLWK 1:3.
the beginning which God then HDFK&'7KHVHDUHYHU\JRRGDQGYHU\UHOD[
Thus, Genesis 1:3 is where
made void; drowning lands into
the
first
working day begins, with,
LQJWROLVWHQWR,UHFRPPHQGWKHP
the deep so that “darkness was
“Let there be light,” a new age, a
sug don $23 posted
upon the deep” and then raised
new week of time-spans kicks in.
new lands?
If this be so, then when we liken
There is very good reference to this in Jeremiah 4:23. “I
this to God’s year-teller and other ‘types’ such as that of
looked on the Earth, and it was formless and void. And to
lepers, priests and so on; together with eyeing nature
(such as the fossil record) as God behested; and the case I
the heavens and they had no light.” Let us look at the
words ‘formless’ and ‘void.’ Firstly, ‘formless’ nowadays
put it to you, seems sound. But I would like to draw
hints ‘without form,’ but I guess that it can also imply ‘lifebefore you another witness as I have already done in the
less’ or ‘without worth, i.e. worthless.’ The word ‘form’ is a
past with the fossils, because these are part of God’s creLatin word and ‘formless’ in Hebrew is H8414 - TOHOWation. Paul states that:
and translates as ‘waste, desolation, desert, (fig) worthless.’
“The invisible things (the plan, will and mind) of Him
This to me all hints ‘lifeless’ or ‘without life.’ A fitting
(God) from the creation of the world are clearly seen,
Saxon replacement word for formless would be ‘waste.’
being understood by the things that are made ... even His
Now in old Saxon English, if one “lays waste” to a thorp or
everlasting might and Godhead ...” (Romans 1:20)
village, does he not kill and destroy all things? Does this not
Creation is God’s witness in itself; it is a witness to
mean that there was something to lay waste? Some of Webunderstand God’s plan, will and mind. Being an artist and
ster’s meanings of ‘waste’ are: “uncultivated, untilled,
one who studies art, sculpture and architecture, I can tesunproductive” or “desolate, uncultivated, as a waste country,
tify that what one makes is a witness to what one
a waste howling wilderness” or “destroyed, ruined” or
believes. Art, sculpture and architecture reflect their cre“worthless, that which is rejected.” Now to be ‘worthless’ is
ator’s mind and also the time in which he lives for these
to not have ‘worth’ which is a Saxon word and means:
affect his outlooks, thus his mind. I can look at a painting
“value, the quality of a thing which renders it useful, or
or a building and learn a great deal about the designer
which will produce an equivalent good in some other thing”
without studying his personal history. And so it is with
or “value of mental qualities, excellence, virtue, usefulness,
God, as we have just read in Romans 1:20. His creation is
as a man or magistrate of great worth.” The word ‘desert’
a strong witness that a world order of things existed
means: “literally forsaken, hence uninhabited, as a desert
before the world order of life as we know it.
isle” or “void, empty, unoccupied.” The word ‘desolation’
With this in mind, I then conclude that, when God
&KULVWLDQ,GHQWLW\0LQLVWULHV32%R[&$5':(//4/')D[  
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gave the year-teller to the Israelites of the ‘outgoing’ (Exo- prohibited to be mixed. For example, in Leviticus 19:19,
dus), he did not change the commemoration of creation (as God declared that Israel was not to breed two different
so many claim) but rather, He brought back the commemora- kinds of cattle, sow two different kinds of seed, or mix
tion which like the rest of the law had been forgotten. The two different kinds of material for clothing.
commemoration of creation at the same time recalls the ‘out“You are to keep My statutes. You shall not breed
going’ and it likewise acts as a type of outworking of racial together two kinds of your cattle; you shall not sow your
history (always ongoing) and shadows racial outworkings yet field with two kinds of seed, nor wear a garment upon
to happen.
you of two kinds of material mixed together.”
God’s year-teller therefore was not a historical quirk as
Here it is obvious that within the cattle family there
so many claim, but a living, breathing and culturally relevant are different “kinds” of cattle. In this verse alone, it is
measuring staff of the life of God’s plan. His son, body and clear that God did not originally create just one pair of
bride are the main players of this plan. The year-teller is a male and female cattle from which all kinds came. God
sort of play or program guide. Seeing that God, His Son, His created the different kinds of cattle in the beginning and,
body and bride are to live forever, then so too is their story by His law of nature of kind after kind, prohibited their
everlasting, and also their year-teller. That is why we are told interbreeding in nature or in domestication in order to
to keep God’s year-teller and its Sabbaths forever, as a sign preserve the different kinds or species.
“Between Me and thee,” as God says.
The principle of Leviticus 19:19 was not only based
“Wherefore the children of Israel shall keep the Sabbath, on the law of nature established in Genesis 1, but also
to observe the Sabbath throughout their generations, for a under the commandment not to commit adultery. This
perpetual covenant. It is a sign
law prohibiting the mixing of kinds
'(/(7('
between me and the children of
also applied to the mixing of the
(Anglo-Saxon-Celtic-Germanic) Israel
racial family of Israel with other
clearing the last copies of
(NOT the Jews) forever: for in six days ELOHIYM & YAHOVAH IN GENE- non-Adamic races.
the Lord made heaven and earth, and
In Numbers 25:1-18, Israel was
SIS
on the seventh day He rested and was
judged because some of the men
by Gabriel
refreshed. And He gave unto Moses,
were having relations with the
when He made an end of communing only a few left, first in first served. daughters of Moab. The Moabites
with him upon Mount Sinai, two tables
were descended from an incestuous
#421 listed at $16.15
of testimony, tables of stone, written by
relationship between Lot and his
NOW these last copies $8.00
the finger of God.” (Exodus 31:16-18)
daughters. They were forever
to be continued .......
excluded from ever entering the conNext time: The Double Rest, chapter 3.
gregation of Israel.
---------------------------------------------------------“No Ammonite or Moabite shall enter the assembly
of the LORD; none of their descendants, even to the tenth
a Victorian reader writes:
“By giving away white bread, white sugar, cakes, bis- generation, shall ever enter the assembly of the LORD.cuits, sauces, pickles, ice cream, and pies, pasties etc., and by Deut 23:2. [according to a booklet by Destiny Publishers,
growing most of my own food, my health is improving. the Ammonites and Moabites became the Chinese and
Knowledge is wealth. Our race were warned about a lack of Japanese people]
knowledge. I also have bore water.” R.H.
Although they were of Adamic stock, the Moabites
-----------------------------------------------------------were cursed by God for their treatment of Israel in the
7+(%,%/,&$//$:2)5$&,$/385,7<37  past and because they were notorious idolators.
by Lawrence Blanchard
EXAMPLE OF ABRAHAM
In Part 1, it was evidenced from the Bible that the term
Abraham had also provided that his covenant son,
“kinds” and the phrase “kind after kind” meant that the Cre- Isaac, find a wife from his own racial family stock. In
ator God had instituted the first law of nature, prohibiting the Genesis 2:4, Abraham commissioned his bond servant to
interbreeding between the various kinds or species. It is com- find a wife for Isaac from his relatives and likewise promonly believed that “kinds” are families (such as the cattle hibited this servant from taking a wife for Isaac from the
family, the bear family, and so on), instead of species within cursed Canaanites.
a family. As a consequence, this errant belief assumes that
“Abraham said to his servant, the oldest of his houseinterracial breeding is lawful.
hold, who had charge of all that he owned, ‘Please place
We will discover more evidence that God’s Law, prac- your hand under my thigh, and I will make you swear by
ticed by Israel’s forefathers, specifically prohibited interra- the LORD, the God of heaven and the God of earth, that
cial breeding of any kind.
you shall not take a wife for my son from the daughters of
THE MEANING OF “ADULTERY”
the Canaanites, among whom I live, but you will go to my
The commandment, “You shall not commit adultery” country and to my relatives, and take a wife for my son
((Ex. 20:14) comprised a broad range of prohibitions. This Isaac.” - Genesis 24:2-4.
not only applied to having sexual relations with another
The wife chosen for Isaac was Rebekah, the grandman’s wife within Israel (Lev 18:20), but also unlawful mix- daughter of Abraham’s brother, Nahor. The racial line
ing of any kind.
was carefully considered by Abraham so as not to pollute
In the Septuagint (LXX)[which we have on order and the holy covenant family line. [there was an interesting
hope to have available shortly, CIM], the Greek word for article in Time magazine not long ago, about the marriage
“adultery” is moicheuo, which means “the intermingling of of first cousins, especially the high numbers of such
animals and men or of different races” (Theological Dictio- amongst the Arabs. While forbidden in parts of the U.S. it
nary of The New Testament, Kittel). Generally, it means to is still practiced also among western nations. CIM]
add something or mingle things together, whether in a physiEXAMPLE OF ISAAC
cal or spiritual sense. This Greek word was used widely in
Isaac also sent his covenant son, Jacob, away to his
early Greek literature to refer to any kind of mongrelization. family’s relatives to find a wife. Isaac’s other son, Esau,
THE “KINDS” ARE NOT TO BE MIXED
had already indiscriminately married two cursed Hittite
God’s statutory law specifically defines that which is women (Genesis 26:34-35). But at Rebekah’s bidding
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(Genesis 27:46), Isaac sent Jacob away, commanding him their empire (ricke, reich)(that most of us know somenot to take a wife “from the daughters of Canaan” (Genesis thing of) are the ruins of the Palace of Minos at Knossos
on the island of Crete, which is the largest island between
28:1). Instead, Isaac gave Jacob this instruction:
“Arise, go to Padan-aram, to the house of Bethuel your mainland Greece and Anatolia - now called Turkey. We
mother’s father; and from there take to yourself a wife from are told that their world blossomed between 2000 BC to
the daughters of Laban your mother’s brother.”- Genesis 1400 BC. They had fine buildings, art, plumbing, trade
and wealth. Then, suddenly, it was over. They only had a
28:2.
And so he did. He took not one wife, but several who society for 600 years. A recent BBC documentary filmed
bore him sons who would become the fathers of the tribes of geologists who tried to work out why it all ended so
Israel. Again, racial purity was the order of that day. [May swiftly.
The heart of the Minoanian trade lay about 100 miles
our sons be as successful as Jacob was]
away on an island to the north of Crete called Thera.
EXAMPLE OF EZRA
In another example, some men of the house of Judah Thera today is a hollowed out island. It is almost horsewho had returned to Judea after the Babylonian captivity had shoe shaped. Basically, it blew up by way of one of the
taken wives, not of Israel, but of the cursed and racially meanest volcanic eruptions for some 10,000 years. One
town on the island was found under 10 meters of rubble.
mixed people. Ezra recorded the situation:
“Now when these things had been completed, the Whilst another was all but vaporized. It seems the volcaprinces approached me, saying, ‘The people of Israel and nic burst sent so much dust into the heavens that up to ten
the priests and the Levites have not separated themselves years of colder weather set in. The next summer was a
from the peoples of the lands, according to their abomina- disaster for crops and food supplies. Its fallout was felt as
tions, those of the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the far away as Ireland. This took place about 3500 years ago,
Jebusites, the Ammonites, the Moabites, the Egyptians and or more accurately at the end of the Minoanian empire.
Tidal waves then followed which
the Amorites. For they have taken
struck Crete to the south.
some of their daughters as wives
CD’s
Yet this did not wipe out the
for themselves and for their sons,
one copy left of the 3 CD set
culture on Crete, although it did
so that the holy race has intermingled with the peoples of the THIS IS MY STORY, THIS IS MY SONG on Thera. Yet those that overlands; indeed, the hands of the The best loved hymns by the greatest choirs. came on Crete were never the
same. When 50 years later the
princes and the rulers have been
sug don $39 posted. and:
Hellens came over to run the
foremost in this unfaithfulSING TO THE LORD
island, they were hardly resisted.
ness.’”-Ezra 9:1-2.
The children of Asaph sing the Psalms of
The Hellens (of Celtic stock)
These forbidden marriages
David on the tunes of John Calvin, organ, could simply walk in. For all
were an abomination to God and
these events, the secular world
unlawful.
violin, cello, panflute.
chooses to overlook the obvi“Furthermore, you shall not
sug don $23
ous, “Shall there be evil in a city
intermarry with them; you shall
and the LORD hath not done
not give your daughters to their
sons, nor shall you take their daughters for your sons.”-Deut it?” Amos 3:6. Yes the obvious is this, all evil in a city is
brought by God! If that then is so, then we need to ask
7:3.
As a result, the men of Judah who had done this either why has God done it?
God says in Isaiah 45:7, “I form light .... and darkhad to put away their foreign wives and children and leave
them in Babylon OR be barred from coming back into the ness, I make peace and create evil, I the LORD do ALL
these things.” There is good reason for evil. Evil means
land of Judea and forfeit their inheritance in Israel.
“So now let us make a covenant with our God to put means hurtful - in this sense: hurtful to man. Blowing up
away all the wives and their children, according to the most of a nation then starving what’s left is somewhat
counsel of my lord and of those who tremble at the com- hurtful, or evil to those folk hit by it. But in God’s eyes, if
mandment of our God; and let it be done according to the man befouls an area God has to clean it, to fleshly man
this is seen as evil in the same way weeds (or tares) don’t
law.”-Ezra 10:3.
“They made a proclamation throughout Judah and like good gardeners.
In Ezekiel 8:17, speaking of the Israelites of Judea,
Jerusalem to all the exiles, that they should assemble at
Jerusalem, and that whoever would not come within three God asks, “Is it a light thing to the house of Judah (not to
days, according to the counsel of the leaders and the elders, be confused with ‘Jews’) that they commit the abominaall his possessions should be forfeited and he himself tions which they commit here? for they have filled the
land with violence, and have returned to provoke me to
excluded from the assembly of the exiles.”-Ezra 10:7-8.
As difficult as this might have been, the law against anger: ...” Basically, God is ‘cheesed off’ with dumb
intermixing with the cursed peoples had to be obeyed. whitey as this verse shows. It also shows a principle,
namely, ... you forget God’s laws, or say, We are fine
Should it be any less today?
The purity of race is viewed and labelled today in most because we have great laws in the land ‘based’ on His
of Christendom as “racist.” And any White person who Laws, such as the Constitution. You think you are doing
stands for racial purity is considered ungodly. However, OK ... but God says NO!! God does not want you to
God’s Word clarifies the laws and examples for His cove- have laws ‘based’ on His Laws. He calls such laws a vionant people to obey. We must hold fast to the practice of sep- lence to His Law. Let us not forget that the Talmud is
aration unto our own race in marriage, church, and nation. ‘based’ on God’s Laws, just like the Constitution. At least
the Talmud is protective of the Jews, whereas the AustraTo do otherwise is an abomination in God’s sight!
Courtesy The Saxon Sentinel, Box 8593 Port Orchard WA 98366
lian Constitution is not a safeguard for Whites. The Constitution allows for non-Whites to rule over Whites. The
---------------------------------------------------------------,7'2(61273$<7275,)/(:,7+7+(/25' Talmud would never allow non-Jews to rule over a Jew.
The Australian Constitution also allows folks of other
Adam de Witt
Our history (His-Story) books tell us some things of the religions to rule over Christians, totally contrary to Scripgreat empire of the Minoans. The most well-known parts of ture (Deut 17:15); it also allows for the Sydney Mardi&KULVWLDQ,GHQWLW\0LQLVWULHV32%R[&$5':(//4/')D[  
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Gras. But God’s pure Law does not! During the ‘rule’ of law
under our Constitution, our finest men were killed in WWI
and WWII. Pagans have become the head. We have sex,
drugs, Rock ‘n Roll, baby slaughter, and marriage breakdowns now being commonplace. Per household, we have
only 1.5 children. Usury and multiculturalism (I thought that
multiculture was what you found in a Petri dish) has become
the cornerstone of society. It seems God has not smiled on
the ‘based-on-His-laws’ document. God does not even seem
to hear our prayers (Prov 28:9). “Therefore will I also deal
in fury: mine eye shall not spare, neither will I have pity; and
though they cry in mine ears with a loud voice, yet will I not
hear them.” Ezekiel 8:18.
So why was God so angry with the Minoanians? They
were white, they were kinsfolk, thus, somewhere in history
they must have had God’s Laws. Yet from the few surviving
wall paintings it is clear they made their own laws. One such
law may well have read like this, namely: ´7KDW LQ RXU
HPSLUH ZH VKDOO QRW PDNH DQ\ ODZ IRU HVWDEOLVKLQJ DQ\ UHOL
JLRQRUIRULPSRVLQJDQ\UHOLJLRXVREVHUYDQFHRUIRUSURKLELW
LQJWKHIUHHH[HUFLVHRIDQ\UHOLJLRQDQGQRUHOLJLRXVWHVWVKDOO
EHUHTXLUHGDVDTXDOLILFDWLRQIRUDQ\RIILFHRUSXEOLFWUXVW´

(Oh? 1 Tim 3:2-4, Deut 17:15). Note well that this law does
not say that it will not infringe upon variations of a religion,
what we call denominationalism, rather it states it will not
infringe upon any religion. Such a law is the cornerstone of
multiculturalism.
Indeed, the problem with the Minoanians was that they
became multi-cultural or better put, multi-racial. Their
domain’s latter frescos show all races, from brown skins to
blue-eyed whites living together. One fresco showed whites
outnumbered four to one. Seeing that God causes calamities
against breakers of His Laws, that multiculturalism is violence to His Law, that society tolerates such then it is clear
that the Minoan domain or commonwealth was wiped out
because of violence to God’s Laws. Violence to God’s Laws
takes place only when folks are ignorant or rebellious. Both
cases lead to men making their own laws, as parliament
does.
But wait, that hypothetical Minoanian law that allows all
religions to blossom freely, that allows any one of any religion and thus of allows any creed to rule in the land was not
translated from a clay tablet found in Minoanian dirt ..... It
comes from the Australian Constitution, chapter V section
116. It allows Freemasonry, Humanism, Evolutionism, Judaism and yes Islam and so on to take root in Jesus’ Kingdom
and the upholders and followers of such to rule over white
Christians. Even the Australian Constitution’s opening statement does not seek God’s Law. It simply states that it relies
on God to bless the laws of men set out therein. Ha! They
ask for God’s blessing! Look the White Star Line asked God
to bless the Titanic - while people were saying that God
Himself couldn’t sink this vessel - asking for a blessing does
not mean you’ll get what you ask for. It’s like praying to God
to destroy His enemies - could get you into very serious trouble, if you are not living totally in accord with His Law - you
might be the enemy to be destroyed! What you want and
what you get can be two very different things. Asking God
to bless rebellion is like baptizing a swine and saying it is
now a priest. (sometimes there may be similarities even
without the baptism).
If you want God’s blessing, follow His Constitution! His
Constitution says that a non-white is not even allowed in the
land (Exodus 23:33) and if such does come, such must be
killed .... that a mongrel or mixed breed shall never come
into the land (Deut 23:2,) ... that Whites shall make no deals
with pagans, let alone allow them to hold office (Judges 2:2;
Prov 6:1-2; Amos 3:3; Axed 23:28; Deut 17:15; Jer 30:21;
Matt 15:24, 26; Matt 7:6; Jer 3:35)
In history there is always cause and effect. Australians
put up with, yea, even fight for the Australian Constitution, a

document that mostly opposes God’s Law and has given
us a society no different to that of Crete. “If thou wilt not
... do all the words of the (God’s) law (and yield instead
to ‘based-on-God’s-law’ laws), the LORD will make thy
plagues wonderful, .... even great plagues, and of long
continuance, and sore sicknesses, .... until thou be
destroyed.” Deut 28:58-66. Welcome to the Constitutional Commonwealth. **

Addition to the above story:
Volcanoes it seems are God’s tools, as we have read
in the case of Crete. Also later, an Indonesian volcano in
535 AD created a volcanic winter that withered crops for
up to ten years leading to great starvation. Also to a reevaluation of religions. British Celts who whored with
Romanism were weakened enough for the Saxons to go
in like “a dose of salts” (547 AD). In 570 AD, Mohammed was born. Arabs sought answers and in 622 AD, he
gave them Islam. Thus Islam was born not long after the
end of the volcanic winter. As plants grew well, green
became the symbol of the new faith, hence green is the
colour of Islam. Later again, 6 years before the French
Revolution of 1789, another volcanic winter, caused by a
burst in Iceland. Again, failing crops and starvation. The
rich had food the rest did not. Again, out of the bottomless pit of the heart came another doctrine. It was God’s
doom (judgment) upon a rebellious folk. In the Protestant
nations however, two years after the French Revolution a
new level of Christendom took place as the birth of the
missionary societies. Again, God’s Word needs to be
recalled to mind:
“Shall there be evil in a city and the LORD hath not
done it?”
The missionary guilds however also broke God’s
Laws. The fall-out of that is being felt in the shut-down
of many white colonies, with whites ethnically cleaned
out and multiracialism in white homelands. The full outcome is yet to happen.**
For a True English - to Fake English Word-Book
(dictionary) please order from Elijah Ministry, PO Box
3, NEWSTEAD TAS 7250. A donation of $3 would be
helpful.
---------------------------------------------------------------If you have primary school age children, they may
like to play the board game mentioned earlier in this N/L.
They will learn some scripture verses etc in the process.
To get the right atmosphere, you could order some of the
CD’s mentioned herein and listen to them while you play
the game, or while you read one of the books mentioned
herein.
We appreciate the letters that continue to come in,
which I try to reply to where possible and appropriate.
We do appreciate also and thank you most sincerely for
your on-going support which helps to make this ministry
possible. We pray that the God of Abraham will bless you
for your faithfulness.
Again, it seems like we’ll be without a Hoskins
Report - in which case I’ll try to include it next time. I
have also NOT included the Foundation For Intercession,
#159 because of the universalism contained therein.
Stephen does have some very good material, but every
so-often, there are things which we could not support. I
believe that the following issue #160 will be reprinted
again, DV. Any who think that universalism has something to offer should read THE EXCLUSIVENESS OF
ISRAEL by Eliel, #714 @ $19.95ppd, they will soon
learn that Israel was indeed very exclusive in the Scriptures. “This is the book of the race of them that blush
red, or show blood in the face.”(Gen 5:1). May the God
of Abraham bless and keep you and make His face shine
on you and give you His peace,
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